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Josef Talotta

Jason Capobianco

Former lifestyle writer and
editor Talotta is now the head
of precinct development
at property development
company South Point,
which aims to reimagine the
Johannesburg youth-culture
district of Braamfontein as
“Africa’s capital of cool”.
BASED IN: Johannesburg
WROTE: Art in Africa, p 88
WHAT DID YOU DISCOVER
WHEN WRITING ABOUT
ART IN AFRICA?
“I love the never-ending
surprise element of exploring
Africa. One of the most
exciting things about
South Africa’s transition to
democracy is its reintegration
into Africa and our increased
access to pan-African creative
networks. I love the energy
and expression driven by
Dakar’s Les Petites Pierres
movement, which reminds me
of Warhol’s Factory days and
Spain’s Eighties-era La Movida
Madrileña scene.”
WHAT’S THE MOST
MEMORABLE THING YOU’VE
BOUGHT ON YOUR TRAVELS?
“I did a trip through Swaziland
with Sebastian Conran, who
was sourcing contemporary
southern African design
work, and came across the
wonderfully mad sculptures
by the artists at House
On Fire. I bought a 1m ‘flying
angel’ sculpture made from
hand-carved wood. She
now hangs above my
dining room table.”

Photographer Capobianco
has worked with celebrities
including Sophia Loren
and Cate Blanchett, and
publications such as Vogue,
Harper’s Bazaar and GQ.
BASED IN: Hong Kong
PHOTOGRAPHED: The
ultimate Hong Kong
shopping guide, p 64
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVOURITE
PART OF SHOOTING IN
HONG KONG?
“Teaming up with the Condé
Nast Traveller gang was like
having old friends in town.
We got to revisit some of
my favourite places and
dig around for some new
ones, too. It felt like I was
seeing my home town with
fresh eyes, and the shoot
felt like we were just
capturing a fun day out.”
WHAT’S THE MOST
MEMORABLE THING YOU’VE
BOUGHT ON YOUR TRAVELS?
“I didn’t buy them directly,
but whenever my wife or
anyone I know is going to
Japan, I get them to pick
me up another handcrafted
Japanese chef’s knife. They
are from a little shop in Kyoto
that has been making swords
and knives since 1560. I’m a
bit obsessive when looking
after them – they are always
kept ludicrously sharp. I don’t
like to cook without them.
The knife-maker’s attention to
detail reminds me to respect
and care for the food I’m
making for others.”
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Rachel Read
Freelance writer and editor
Read has contributed to
publications such as Hong
Kong Tatler and the South
China Morning Post as well
as BBC Nottingham.
BASED IN: Hong Kong
WROTE: The ultimate Hong
Kong shopping guide, p 64
I ENJOYED WRITING
ABOUT HONG KONG
SHOPPING BECAUSE...
“Hopefully my article shows
that there’s more to the city
beyond the mega malls and
chain stores. There are some
great independent finds and I
especially love the old-school
joints that have been around
for decades, which are so
uniquely Hong Kong. Plus,
some retail therapy in the name
of research didn’t hurt either.”
WHAT’S THE MOST
MEMORABLE THING YOU’VE
BOUGHT ON YOUR TRAVELS?
“I bought a pair of massive
silver hoop earrings on a
school trip to Paris, which
turned out to be a complete
fiasco – dilapidated hotel
in a dodgy district, flooded
bathroom, power cuts, stolen
wallets… all culminating in
the world’s rockiest ferry ride
back to the UK. Although
I’ll probably never wear the
earrings again, I could never
get rid of them for sentimental
reasons – with the intervening
years, I can now laugh at
the memories.”

Grace Lam
Fashion director and stylist
Lam is the former senior
fashion editor at Vogue
China. She has styled
celebrities such as Kate
Moss and Maggie Cheung,
and her clients include
Estée Lauder and Dior.
BASED IN: Hong Kong
STYLED: The ultimate Hong
Kong shopping guide, p 64
THE HIGHLIGHT OF STYLING
THE HONG KONG SHOPPING
STORY WAS...
“Hong Kong is my city and
there’s nothing greater than
showing the best of your own
city. It’s a vibrant and lively
place, and I intentionally added
extra fun patterns and colours
into my styling to show the
excitement of this fast-paced
city. The team got to be tourists
for the day and it was great fun.”
WHAT’S THE MOST
MEMORABLE THING YOU’VE
BOUGHT ON YOUR TRAVELS?
“In my last ‘freedom holiday’
(travelling without my kid), I
went to Kyoto and bought the
most beautiful rice container
made out of top-quality
Japanese wood. The design
and craftsmanship are beyond
amazing but the design is also
very functional. I haven’t used
it yet as I am worried it will
get ruined, so it’s just sitting
on my living room shelf as an
art sculpture that I can look at
every day and remember my
amazing holiday in Japan.”

There’s far more to the Fragrant
Harbour’s shopping scene than chain
stores and malls. Hong Kong resident
RACHEL READ highlights
the stores you can’t miss
Photographed by JASON CAPOBIANCO
Styled by GRACE LAM

shopping guide
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The Hong Kong tram
runs through Central, a
major shopping district
Top, trousers; both by
Michael Kors. Jacket
by Giorgio Armani.
Shoes by Salvatore
Ferragamo. Bag by
Jimmy Choo. Belt
by Aigner. Visor
by Dior. Necklace
by Chanel
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H

ONG KONG is often referred to as a shopper’s paradise,
which people invariably think means mega malls, designer
chains and not much else. Wrong! Reflecting the city’s
intoxicating blend of tradition and modernity mixed with its
East-meets-West attitude, Hong Kong is actually home to an eclectic
variety of independent boutiques, homegrown designers, exciting
concept stores and expert craftsmen. You just need to know where
to find them – which is exactly where this list comes in.

FA S H I O N
SHANGHAI TANG
A homegrown luxury success
story, Shanghai Tang’s blend of
Twenties Chinese fashion with
a contemporary twist is always
on point – be it a chic qipao, a
Mandarin-collared suit or a jeweltoned print scarf. Their nearly
1,400sqm flagship Shanghai Tang
Mansion is a three-floor temple to
their wares, designed to make you
linger for as long as possible.
Qipao dresses from AED 1,070;
00852-2525 7333, shanghaitang.com

MELISSA BUI
Hong Kong’s local designer scene
has kicked up a gear in the last few
years and leading the charge is
London College of Fashion graduate
Melissa Bui. Her dreamy couture
confections are straight out of a
modern-day fairy tale – romantic,
ultra-feminine and rich with details
and delicate embellishments.

Make an appointment at her
Sheung Wan showroom and
discover your inner princess.
Dresses from AED 2,250; 008522156 0210, melissabui.com
S. NINE
Contemporary, elegant, sleek and
sophisticated – local designer
Susanna Soo’s creations are winners

for the modern woman, with a
trademark flair for drapery that
accentuates your figure. Mixing
“New York style with French
couture details”, this Parsons
School of Design alumnus offers
both an attractive ready-to-wear
line or bespoke eveningwear that's
ideal for weddings, red carpets…
or just because.
Dresses from AED 1,515; 00852-2815
0884, snineonline.com

On the waterfront
in Kowloon, with
the skyline in the
background
Dress by Hermès
Opposite, clockwise
from top left:
Athleisure boutique
Caelum Greene;
tableware by
Loveramics; Hong
Kong fashion label
Shanghai Tang;
quirky homeware
at Lala Curio

BLKSHEEP EMPIRE
Say buh-bye to boring shoes
with these cool kicks. Hong Kongbased designer Jennifer Webb’s
quirky collection of Oxfords, flats
and sneakers dare to be different,
with funky prints and vivid colours.
They even have a dozen different
shoelace colours available.
Shoes from AED 215; 00852-6117
7653, blksheepempire.com

LINVA TAILOR
Linva, renowned for making the
gorgeous qipao dresses worn by
Maggie Cheung in the Wong Kar-wai
film In The Mood For Love, boasts
over 50 years of tailoring expertise –
frankly, what they don’t know about
qipao isn’t worth knowing. Alter
their ready-made garments or go
for a fully bespoke number, where
everything from the embroidered
silk to the buttons is a matter of
personal preference.
Qipao from AED 1,180;
00852-2544 2456
ASCOT CHANG
This city is famous for its 24hour tailor-made suits – but why
rush perfection? Master tailor Ascot
Chang opened his first store here
in 1953 and his legacy lives on with
the brand’s made-to-measure suits,
crafted from the finest materials,
in their Hong Kong workshop in
one to two weeks. Hand-finished
pockets, buttonholes and lapels
are all sartorial proof that the
devil’s in the details.
Tailor-made suits from
AED 18,935; 00852-2523 3663,
ascotchang.com
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On the beach at
Repulse Bay
Shirt, trousers;
both by Dolce &
Gabbana. Shoes by
Stella McCartney.
Hat by Chanel
Opposite: On the
ferry to Kowloon
Shirt, trousers, jacket;
all by Hermès

THE FITTING ROOM BY GRANA
Grana’s been making waves in
e-commerce for offering beautiful
basics at disruptive prices, and The
Fitting Room effortlessly blends
the best of both physical and online
retail therapy. Try on their clothes
in-person – the perfect Chinese silk
shirt, a Mongolian cashmere sweater
or Japanese denim jeans – then
order via in-store computers, either
for pick-up or direct delivery.
Shirts from AED 145; 00852-9779
2445, grana.com
LIII LIII
Getting shoes custom-made is on
many Hong Kong bucket lists – and
thanks to LIII LIII, you’re guaranteed
a perfect pair. The Chan brothers’
stores might resemble mini Aladdin’s
caves with shoes piled high in
every direction, but they can create
or copy any design you desire –
whatever shape, colour or fabric –
with top-quality results.
Custom shoes from AED 945;
00852-2136 9739

by Miru Wong, the granddaughter
of Sindart’s founder, these slippers’
vibrant colours and intricate
details make them almost too
pretty to wear. Almost.
Chinese slippers from AED 70;
00852-6623 3015
THE ARMOURY
If Ascot Chang represents the
best of the city’s tailoring heritage,
then The Armoury is what
happens when you bring it
firmly into the 21st century. This
upscale haberdasher specialises
in luxury menswear, tailored
suits and perfectly judged
accessories for the discerning
gent. Knowledgeable service,
impeccable craftsmanship
and timeless style.
Ready-made suits from AED 5,920;
00852-2804 6991, thearmoury.com

VEIN
Championing all things Scandinavian
long before the world fell head
over heels for hygge, Vein is
dedicated to bringing the best
Nordic labels to Hong Kong,
including designer darlings Ganni,
Baum & Pferdgarten and House Of
Dagmar. Its minimalist aesthetic
and refreshing less-is-more
mentality makes this sleek boutique
a welcome change of pace in the
city’s shopping scene.
Tops from AED 180; bvein.com

J E W E L L E RY
THE9THMUSE
Remember those days playing dressup with your best friend’s jewellery
box? The9thMuse is basically the
grown-up version of that. With the

welcoming ambience of a stylish
sitting room, this boutique boasts a
bewitching array of small-label and
vintage jewellery and accessories,
including the founders’ in-house line.
Body chains, ear cuffs, stacking rings
and dainty pendants are all highfashion statements in the making.
Accessories from AED 100; 008522537 7598, the9thmuse.com
JADE MARKET
Don’t be put off by the fact that it’s
a “market”; this is the place to find
authentic jade, pearls, semi-precious
stones and traditional jewellery in
Hong Kong. Bangles, rings, pendants,
earrings – they’re all here, and by the
bucket-load, too. Vendors will help you
find your personal good luck charm,
based on your Chinese zodiac sign –
and don’t be afraid to haggle.
Kansu Street, Yau Ma Tei, Kowloon

WOO PING OPTICAL
In a city where shops can disappear
overnight, lasting over 40 years marks
you out as a Hong Kong legend. Woo
Ping Optical is an iconic “mom-andpop” shop specialising in a gloriously
eclectic selection of vintage Sixties
and Seventies Japanese glasses and
frames, which, thanks to the city’s
new wave of hipsters, have become
cool all over again.
Sunglasses from AED 95;
00852-2571 7810
JOYCE
A luxury fashion paradise with
an avant-garde edge, JOYCE
is a multi-brand boutique that
celebrates established yet innovative
international labels and scouts upand-coming designer talent. Expect
cutting-edge cool from the likes of
Alexander Wang, Mary Katrantzou
and Vetements. And look out for
their creative window displays, too.
Tops from AED 380; 00852-2810
1120, joyce.com
SINDART
Hong Kong’s gatekeepers of
traditional crafts grow fewer by
the year, but thanks to Sindart the
art of Chinese embroidered slippers
will thrive for a few decades yet.
Established in 1958 and now made
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Repulse Bay is
fronted by a beach,
with mountains in
the background,
challenging Hong
Kong’s reputation as
a city of skyscrapers
Dress, sunglasses,
necklace, cuff; all by
Chanel. Swimsuit
by The ACQUA
Brand. Shoes by
Prada. Orange bag,
head scarf; both
by Hermès. White
bag by Salvatore
Ferragamo

‘A luxury fashion paradise
with an avant-garde edge,
it has a keen eye for scouting
up-and-coming designer talent’
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Hong Kong Cultural
Centre is home
to multipurpose
performance spaces
Top by Johanna Ho.
Trousers by Dior. Jacket
by Gucci. Shoes by Stuart
Weitzman. Handbag,
sunglasses; both by
Chanel. Suitcase by
OOKONN
Opposite: At a typical
street-side noodle shop
in the Mid-Levels
Shirt, skirt; both by
Gucci. Jacket by Michael
Kors. Shoes by Christian
Louboutin. Bag by
Jimmy Choo

Fresh produce
at Marché de la
Condamine
White, turquoise
and coral
cotton T-shirt,
multicoloured
lace skirt; both
by Chanel
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this; packed to the rafters with hip
furniture, lighting, home décor and
items you never knew you needed
until that moment, their quirkily
curated selection is anything but
cookie-cutter.
Lights from AED 165; 00852-2782
1881, homelessexpress.com
LALA CURIO
Opulent, extravagant and highly
decorative, Lala Curio’s collectables
and curiosities certainly aren’t
for minimalists. Reviving ancient
Asian artisanship with a modern
whimsical twist, these theatrical
home furnishings are bold, bright
and beautiful; their gorgeously
detailed chinoiserie wallpaper
and colourful patterned cloisonné
tiles are interior talking points for
all the right reasons.
Wallpaper from AED 310; 008522528 5007, lalacurio.com
YUET TUNG CHINA WORKS
Take home a unique piece of Hong
Kong history with a trip to one of the
city’s last surviving factories producing
hand-painted porcelain. Founded
in 1928, this family-run business is
renowned for its rich colours and
exquisite patterns, supplying many of
the region’s five-star hotels. Craftsmen
sit painting in-store amid shelves
stacked high with vases, plates and
pretty much everything else
ceramic you can imagine.
Bowls from AED 24; 00852-2796
1125, porcelainware.com.hk
NIIN
Eco-fashion has come a long way in
recent times – and niin is dazzling
proof of that. This ethical jewellery
line by local designer Jeanine Hsu
showcases nature’s treasures, with
a focus on sustainable practices and
recycled materials. Sparkling drusy
agate stones, shimmering mother
of pearl and mesmerising lapis lazuli
are just some of the stars of the
unique collections.
Accessories from AED 415;
00852-2878 8811, niinstyle.com
MARIJOLI
Marijoli’s tagline is “unique spirited
jewellery”; one look at Hong Kongbased designer Marielle Byworth’s
pieces and you’ll understand why.
Handcrafted from precious materials
like 18k gold and diamonds, these
contemporary-chic creations feel both
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classic and cutting-edge. Byworth’s
bijou boutique, inspired by 17th-century
Parisian salons, also offers bespoke
services for creating one-of-a-kind
pieces that will be cherished forever.
Accessories from AED 2,415;
00852-2858 5898, marijoli.com

INTERIORS
G.O.D.
G.O.D. stands for “Goods Of
Desire” – and once you explore this
quintessentially Hong Kong range of
home accessories, you’ll realise just
how apt the name is. The expansive
collection stays just the right side
of kitsch, with original designs that
celebrate the city’s culture. Fairy
lights inspired by wet market lamps
and candles created using the
Chinese characters for “Double

Happiness” are some favourite finds.
Candles from AED 35; 00852-2805
1876, god.com.hk
CAT STREET MARKET
This charming alley is home to a raft
of stalls selling Asian knick-knacks
and curios – some genuine antiques,
some modern-day reproductions –
with bronze Buddhas, painted snuff
bottles, Bruce Lee posters and Mao
memorabilia all jostling for your
attention. There are souvenirs to
be had whatever your budget, and
don’t forget to bargain.
Upper Lascar Road, Sheung Wan
HOMELESS & MR BLACKSMITH
Entering any branch of Homeless
or Mr Blacksmith can prove fatal for
your wallet – you'll end up coveting
far too many things. Interior stores
don’t come much cooler than

LOVERAMICS
Loveramics’ clean, contemporary
tableware breathes fresh life into
ceramics. This is the stuff modern
kitchens are made of – colour-popping
coffee cups, nifty cooking tools and
effortlessly coordinating dining sets.
The Willow Love Story collection, a
beautiful reinterpretation of traditional
blue-and-white porcelain, is destined
to bank you double-taps aplenty on
Instagram food shots.
Willow Love Story collection
from AED 30; 00852-2915 8018,
loveramics.com
MIRTH
Situated in a former factory space
in the up-and-coming Wong Chuk
Hang area, this playful lifestyle
store offers a fabulous range of
internationally sourced furniture,
interior accessories and artwork.

A fruit and flower
market on Hong
Kong Island
Top, trousers, both
by Prada. Shoes by
Christian Louboutin.
Bag by Gucci
Opposite, clockwise
from top left: Teakha
Kitchen café; vintagestyle Klondike; home
accessories at G.O.D.;
fragrance shop Le Labo
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This is technicolour home
décor with a detour via Alice’s
Wonderland – think watermelonpatterned plates, bunny-print
cushions and even a wall-hanging
paper-maché unicorn head.
Plates from AED 40; 00852-2553
9811, mirthhome.com
THORN & BURROW
Interior designer Tamsin Soolin
Thornburrow, founder of this quirky
“textures and textiles” boutique, has
a great eye for curation. Celebrating
handmade and independently
designed homeware and
accessories, many of her products
can’t be found anywhere else in
the city. Her Moroccan rugs,
African Juju hat wall-hangings
and Vietnamese seagrass storage
baskets are top of our wish list.
Moroccan rugs from AED 1,185;
00852-2559 9338,
thornandburrow.com

B E AU T Y
BATHE TO BASICS
Hong Kong is home to plenty of
big-name beauty brands, but there
are also some great independent,
homegrown ones, if you know where
to look. Bathe To Basics’ handmade
range of organic skin, body and
haircare products boast all-natural
ingredients and elegant minimalist
packaging. Check out their heavenly
olive oil and honey soap.
Body products from AED 360;
bathetobasics.com
LE LABO
Bringing a sprinkling of je ne sais
quoi to the trendy Star Street area
is Le Labo, a French-NYC fragrance
brand whose industrial-chic
boutique feels worlds away from
the mass-market experience. The
collection currently comprises just
15 unusual unisex scents; pick your
favourite and it’ll be hand-blended
in-store, with a custom-engraved
travel tube if you fancy.
Perfume from AED 195; 00852-3568
6296, lelabofragrances.com
PARFUMERIE TRESOR
Founded by a fragrance lover for
fragrance lovers, Parfumerie Tresor is
a true one-off in the city – a boutique
stocking only independent and
niche scent brands, most of which
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aren’t sold anywhere else in Hong
Kong. The store’s relaxed boudoir
ambience allows you to sample to
your heart’s content until you find
your perfect perfume match.
Perfume from AED 605; 00852-2711
5922, parfumerietresor.com
10/10 HOPE
The green living movement has hit
the beauty scene hard and 10/10
Hope is riding the crest of that
wave. Their stores have done all
the hard work so you don’t have
to: cherry-picking the best organic
and natural skincare brands from
around the world, including Neal’s
Yard Remedies, Grown Alchemist
and Christophe Robin, and sticking
them all under one roof.
Skincare products from AED 75;
00852-3419 6772, hk.1010hope.com

‘It’s a magpie’s
nest of eyecatching
jewellery,
accessories
and other
knick-knacks’

CO N C E P T S TO R E S
KAPOK
The phrase “well curated” starts to
sound a bit of a cliché when you talk
about independent boutiques, but
Kapok really is well curated. Hong
Kong-based founder Arnault Castel
has a brilliant eye for non-mainstream
labels that informs Kapok’s instantly
recognisable aesthetic – classic,
clean, contemporary, cool – with
highly covetable clothes, accessories,
stationery and homeware available.
Clothes from AED 185; 00852-2549
9254, ka-pok.com
CAELUM GREENE
If you were wondering whether the
athleisure trend had hit the city, look
no further than Caelum Greene: If all
wellness boutiques look this beautiful,
long may the trend continue. Eyecatching activewear, eco-friendly
fashion, organic beauty brands and
divinely scented candles mean there’s
something to entice even the most
dedicated gym slacker, right down to
a twinkling outdoor garden ideal for
re-capturing your inner zen.
Activewear tops from AED 230;
00852-2548 1827, caelumgreene.com
HKTDC DESIGN GALLERY
Want to explore the world of
Hong Kong design but don’t
know where to start? Established
by the city’s Trade Development
Council, this is a great one-stop
shop dedicated to showcasing

At Central ferry pier,
with the Hong Kong
Convention and
Exhibition Centre
in the background
Dress by Prada

original and creative products
by local brands and designers.
Bluetooth speakers, cuddly
toys, art prints, silk scarves,
novelty key-rings – there’s
something to suit just about
every taste or budget.
Bluetooth speakers from
AED 150; 00852-2584 4146,
hkdesigngallery.hktdc.com

ESLITE
This Taiwanese bookshop is
about so much more than just
books (although there are plenty
of those, too). You can spend
countless hours exploring the
array of concessions, which sell
everything from quirky-cute
stationery to artisanal food
items. If you ever wondered

where to find bubble tea, catprint washi tape and Japanese
fashion magazines all under the
same roof, wonder no more.
Books from AED 25; 008523419 6789, eslite.com
PIMARY
As concept stores in Hong Kong go,
they don’t come much more unique

than Pimary. Located far from the
madding crowds in a two-storey
vintage house (complete with herb
garden and rooftop) in Tai Po, this
tranquil treasure trove sells artisanal
homeware and natural beauty
products that are every bit as lovely
as the space they’re set in.
Beauty products from AED 105;
00852-2408 8938, pimaryhk.com

SELECT 18
Select 18 has been a stalwart of
Hong Kong’s vintage scene for years.
Its magpie’s nest of eye-catching
jewellery, accessories, furniture and
other knick-knacks is a gift that
keeps on giving. Tucked at the back
of the store is Mido Eyeglasses,
another vault of vintage delights,
selling – you guessed it – retro

spectacles and sunglasses.
Accessories from AED 95;
00852-2549 2589
MAN LUEN CHOON
Hidden in a nondescript office
building in Central, Man Luen
Choon has been selling traditional
Chinese art and calligraphy supplies
for over 50 years. Gazing over the
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handmade paper, bamboo-handle
brushes and rainbow of ink hues is a
surprisingly calming experience.
Brushes from AED 5; 00852-2544
6965, manluenchoon.com
WOAW
WOAW won’t be winning any
awards for modesty – its name
stands for World of Amazing
Wonders – but with such a
distinctively diverse product range,
you’ll forgive them for blowing
their own trumpet. Curated by local
influencer Kevin Poon, its hipperthan-thou selections include funky
tech gadgets, tongue-in-cheek
stationery and street-smart fashion.
There’s even a chilled-out café at
the back of the store.
Clothes from AED 130; 00852-2253
1313, woawstore.com
KLONDIKE
Small but perfectly formed, this
beautiful boutique is catnip for
lovers of a vintage aesthetic, with
a charmingly curated selection of
antiques, lifestyle goods and home
décor. With an offbeat Dover Street
Market meets Japanese zakka store
vibe that delights in the stories
behind its small-label finds, Klondike
is a must-stop spot.
00852-3956 4556, the-klondike.com
CHÂTEAU ZOOBEETLE
No one does casual cool quite
like the French – and Château
Zoobeetle couldn’t be cooler if
it tried. This two-floor boutique
is styled like a luxury Parisian

apartment, albeit one filled
with immaculate ready-to-wear
fashion, accessories (including
the founders’ line of très chic
leather goods), toiletries and
records for your buying pleasure,
plus a bar serving French
gourmet treats. Truffle cheese
sandwich, anyone?
Clothes from AED 310; 00852-2559
8555, zoobeetle.com

BOOKS

BOOKS & CO.
This cosy shop is piled high with
books in every direction, with cups
of coffee and slices of cake available
to sip and snack on as you browse.
There’s nowhere nicer to get lost
in a good book in Hong Kong.
Books from AED 15;
00852-2559 5199

FOOD

KUBRICK
A much-loved indie hangout among
Hong Kong’s creative crowd,
Kubrick lies next door to the city’s
most popular arthouse cinema.
With a strong collection of literature
about cinema, photography and
the arts, this light and airy space
has an artsy yet unpretentious
ambience. A pleasant in-store
café means you can happily
linger here the whole day.
Books from AED 40; 00852-2384
8929, kubrick.com.hk

TEAKHA KITCHEN
This soulfully serene café specialises
in tea with a side of slow living.
As well as serving the best masala
chai and hojicha cheesecake in
town, they sell their own line
of high-quality Plantation tea
alongside a range of rustic teaware.
Plantation’s beautiful canister
packaging, featuring tea-dye
coloured labels, make this perfect
gift-giving material – but you
may want to save a few
canisters for yourself.
Tea from AED 20;
00852-3956 9009, teakha.com

LOK MAN RARE BOOKS
The ultimate destination for
bibliophiles, Lok Man carries an
impressive range of first editions,
rare and signed works and important
folios, covering every subject under
the sun. This is the plush private
library of your dreams, complete
with velvet armchairs and a glass
of something special.
Books from AED 710; 00852-2868
1056, lokmanbooks.com

YUAN HENG SPICE CO.
With over a century in the
business, Yuan Heng knows
a thing or two about the spice
game, with huge sacks of cinnamon
bark, Sichuan peppercorns,
dried mandarin peel and more
seasonings than you ever knew
existed stuffed into their
Sheung Wan store. Wholesale
suppliers to the city’s top
restaurants, they’re happy

to sell smaller quantities –
and at reasonable prices, too.
00852-2542 0275,
yuanhengspice.com
GREEN COMMON
Eco-grocery stores are dimea-dozen these days, but Green
Common’s streamlined design
and expansive item selection sets
it apart. Green-conscious shoppers
will be delighted with the 100
per cent plant-based produce
(vegan cheese, who knew?),
and the Nan Fung Place store is
twinned with a vegetarian café –
ideal for a relaxing bite after some
intensive retail therapy.
Vegan products from AED 20;
00852-2110 1711, greencommon.com
MRS SO’S XO SAUCE
For a true taste of Hong Kong, try
Mrs So’s XO Sauce – an awardwinning umami-rich condiment
comprising dried scallop, shrimp
roe and chilli, handmade in their
factory in Tuen Mun. The store sells
Mrs So’s whole range of sauces,
in addition to other traditional
seasonal Chinese delicacies; there’s
even a cooking demo area, so you
can try before you buy.
Sauces from AED 20; 00852-2442
9222, xo-sauce.com.hk

GETTING THERE
Cathay Pacific (cathaypacific.com)
flies direct from the GCC to Hong
Kong. Find out more on page 110.

T

he flagship hotel of the Mandarin Oriental chain has an
enviable location in Hong Kong’s Central district, giving
many of its 434 guest rooms and 67 suites a panoramic
view of Victoria Harbour.
This view is particularly spectacular from the 24th-floor
presidential Mandarin Suite, where a balcony runs along the length
of the 12-person dining room and the ornately appointed living
room. The double-height ceiling lends a sense of space – and
of space there is no dearth. A large master bedroom leads into a
cavernous bathroom with a deep soaking mosaic tub from which to
enjoy city views. A couple’s spa room sits off the master bath, and
the walk-in closet is so large there’s a chair placed within – perhaps
in the event guests need to pause en route.
As in the rest of the hotel, the décor of the suite melds old and
new, Chinese antiquities with modern amenities. Artworks in the
Mandarin Suite include a Qing Dynasty embroidered court robe
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and a 19th-century Shansi lacquer laundry chest decorated with
delicate paintings of court scenes. Objets d’art can also be enjoyed
in the property’s acclaimed restaurants – three of which have
Michelin stars – including 12 silk scrolled paintings of traditional
Mandarins by Hong Kong artist David Wong in Man Wah. The
Chinnery Bar was named after artist George Chinnery, renowned
for his paintings of Hong Kong and Macau. Reproductions of his
works are featured on the walls here.
The hotel is particularly well-placed for a retail escape in the
city, connected by an elevated walkway to Prince’s Building, which
is home to many luxury boutiques, and it’s a short walk to both the
high street and luxury shops of Central, as well as Central Lanes for
street-market finds. Salvatore Ferragamo and Piaget also have stores
on the ground floor of the hotel.
Doubles from AED 2,790, Mandarin Suite from AED 13,250; 008522522 0111, mandarinoriental.com/hongkong
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Where to stay Mandarin Oriental, Hong Kong

The presidential Mandarin
Suite at the Mandarin
Oriental, Hong Kong
blends tradition
with modernity
Dress by Salvatore
Ferragamo. Shoes by
Jimmy Choo. Belt by
Aigner. Earrings by
Giorgio Armani
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